Earth energy effects on people at Rosemoor Survivalist Fair
Peter Mullen (March 2016)

Spirals on the floor at Rosemoor

Having dowsed and drawn with chalk 6 Spiral Earth Energies out of the number of
points available (see photograph) members of the public and Devon Dowsers members
were invited to stand on the Spirals of Energies.
Some swayed backwards, some forwards, sideways in either direction and rotated
clockwise or anticlockwise.
Some felt a low energy which they liked, others dependant on the direction they were
facing could feel a high energy which some did not like.
It was found by the person rotating on the spiral, at every 45° the energy would change.
If starting at a low energy on mounting the spiral 180° around would be found a high
energy, which would decrease on rotating by 45° back to the start position.
Also the energy was felt by some people in the small of their backs and others the
energy rising to the top of their heads. The earth energy could produce a spiralling
uplift force or a downward spiralling force in people. Some also felt dizzy.
When another person was introduced to a spiral, the interaction between the two
would change the energy being felt, this could be low to high or high to low or any of
the above. By introducing 6 people onto the spirals (see photograph) the energies
would change as the people mounted the energy spirals points as above.

By changing the central person with an outer spiral person the energy would change:
some of the spirals would like the new energy and others would completely dislike the
new energy and request that the people be changed around as they could not tolerate
this energy. All members of the public could feel these energies in varying degrees, the
only people who could not were members of the Devon Dowsers!
It was a great fun day out, which we enjoyed when watching the first amazing dowsing
response of people.

